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*e squeeze film damper is usually adopted in the rotor system to suppress the vibrating motion of the rotor system. In this work,
not only are the physical parameters of the squeeze film damper analyzed but also the system parameters, like the number of
squeeze film dampers used and squeeze film damper implementation positions, are analyzed.*e amplitude-frequency curves are
obtained by conducting the simulation of a dual-rotor, intershaft, and oil film force concatenated model.*rough the analysis and
comparisons of the results, the vibration suppression effects of the squeeze film damper with different parameter configurations
are analyzed and summarized. *is work contributes to further optimization and dynamical analysis work on rotor systems with
the application of the squeeze film damper.

1. Introduction

Among various types of aeroengines [1–3], turbofan en-
gines are relatively common and draw much research
attention [4–9]. *e typical structure of turbofan engines
is a dual-rotor structure with a low-pressure rotor and a
high-pressure rotor. In most of the dual-rotor designs, the
high- and the low-pressure rotors are connected by
intershaft bearings [10, 11]. *e nonlinear factor intro-
duced by the intershaft leads the research on dual-rotor
system to be more complex. And in the engineering field,
many damping structures are adopted. *e squeeze film
damper (SFD) is one of them.

As a support structure with a damping function, the SFD
has been widely used in aeroengines due to its small size and
lightweight and has even become a standard configuration in
the design. Many researchers focused on the design of SFD
and its application effects to the rotor system. Shaik and
Dutta [12, 13] purposed a close form solution to find the
nonlinear tuning parameters of symmetric/asymmetric ro-
tor-squeeze film damper system. *ey also dealt with the
development of a close form solution to find the stability of

flexible symmetric horizontal rigid and tuned flexible rotor
mounted on hydrodynamic bearing with squeeze film
damper system. Zhang et al. [14] presented a multiobjective
optimal design method for a squeeze film damper with
centring spring.*e proposed method was able to obtain the
optimal design parameters for a flexible rotor system. Zheng
et al. [15] proposed a controllable clearance squeeze film
damper which used hydraulic pressure to adjust the radial
clearance and established a corresponding test rig. Ma et al.
[16] emphasized the comparative analysis of the influence of
SFD on the nonlinear dynamic behavior of the dual-rotor
system supported by rolling bearings. Fan and Behdinan [17]
investigated the effect of a circumferential central groove on
an open-ended squeeze film damper analytically. Shin et al.
[18] treated the unconventional application of the SFD for
the mitigation of Morton effect induced vibration. Chen
et al. [19] investigated dynamic characteristics of rotor
system mounted on aircraft during maneuvering flights.
Iacobellis et al. [20] designed and built SFD-rotor test rig to
study the effect of SFD oil supply pressure, oil temperature,
oil inlet feed number/orientation, unbalance, and seals on
the response of a Jeffcott rotor. Li et al. [21] manufactured
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and tested a pair of 3.5-inch SFD bearings to validate a new
squeeze film damper bearing design.

It is noting that because the nonlinear factor exists in the
rotor system, especially with the application of intershaft
bearing and SFD, the analytical solution is hardly obtained.
*us, most of the related research work adopted numerical
methods and experimental methods to solve the problem.
However, to allow a deeper insight into the physics of the
problem, many researchers tried their best to propose some
analytical methods to investigate the problem. For example,
Curti et al. [22] proposed an analytical procedure, based on
the dynamic stiffness method for the study of rotor dy-
namics problems. Herisanu and Marinca [23] proposed the
optimal auxiliary functions method to deal with the ana-
lytical investigation of a multirotor system connected by a
flexible coupling subjected to dynamic angular misalign-
ment. *e proposed method was proved to be successfully
used to obtain explicit analytical solutions to a system of
strongly nonlinear differential equations with variable
coefficients, useful in dynamic analysis of the considered
multirotor system. Fan et al. [24] used the transfer matrix
method to investigate the dual-motor coupling drive sys-
tem analytical and verified the results by experiment. *ese
methods provide us an alternative way to investigate the
problem.

To further investigate the dynamical behaviors and
achieve better or desired performances of the rotor systems
with SFD, the design of the parameters of the SFD need
focused attention. Meanwhile, the installation positions of
squeeze film dampers also have different effects on the
overall vibration of the rotor. Different implementation
positions and different parameters may lead to different
results. *erefore, this work will focus on the analysis of the
parameters of the SFD and their introduced effects on the
rotor system. *e parameters not only include the physical
parameters of the SFD, such as clearance, but also general
parameters like the implementation positions and the
number of SFD used. *e paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, a dual-rotor system model with SFD mounted on
the intershaft bearing is established. *e detailed modeling
processes of the bearing and oil force are described. In

Section 3, the parameter analysis is conducted. Comparison
results of different parameters set are given out. Finally, the
results are discussed and concluded.

2. Modeling of an Inter-Shaft BearingDual-Rotor
System with the Application of SFD

2.1. Dual-Rotor Model. Figure 1 shows a dual-rotor system,
in which the high-pressure shaft is outside the low-pressure
shaft. *e low-pressure rotor is supported by two rolling
bearing elastic support structures at each end of the low-
pressure shaft. *e high-pressure rotor is connected directly
with the base by a rolling bearing and an elastic structure at
the left end and through an intershaft bearing at the other
end with the low-pressure shaft. *e SFDs can be imple-
mented on any rolling bearings according to the needs.
When elastic support structure is applied, the stiffness of the
whole support node is dominated by the stiffness of elastic
support. Compared with the stiffness of the elastic support
structure usually adopted in aeroengines, the stiffness of the
rolling bearing is large enough to be neglected in the cal-
culation. *en, the governing equations of the dual-rotor
system could be established by Newton’s law as follows:
where subscript 1 represents low-pressure rotor and sub-
script 2 represents high-pressure rotor. x represents the
horizontal displacement of the disc center and y means the
vertical displacement of the disc center. Jp means the polar
moment of inertia and Jd the equatorial moment of inertia of
the disc. δ means eccentricity. ωi � 2πfi represent the angle
rotation frequencies of the low- and high-pressure rotors
and fi frequencies. θx is the rotation angle of the low-
pressure disc along the x-axis and θy the rotation angle of
the low-pressure disc along the y-axis. φx is the rotation
angle of the high-pressure disc along the x-axis and φy the
rotation angle of the high-pressure disc along the y-axis.
ci(i � 1, 2, 3) are the damping coefficients of the structure. Fb

is the intershaft bearing force. F1 represents the low-pressure
rotor oil film force and F2 the high-pressure rotor oil film
force. M1 is the torque produced by the low-pressure rotor
oil film and M2 the torque produced by the high-pressure
rotor oil film.
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2.2. Intershaft Bearing Force Model. Consider that the
intershaft bearing is a cylindrical roller bearing, whose
structure is shown in Figure 2.

Assume that the inner and outer rings rotate in the same
direction with angular speeds ω1 and ω2, respectively. *e
rollers roll along the inner and outer rings without sliding.
*en, the speed of the cage can be expressed as

ωc �
ω1ri + ω2ro

ri + ro

, (2)

where ri represents the radius of the inner ring of the bearing
and ro the radius of the outer ring of the bearing. At any
moment, the movement position angle of each roller is

ci �
2π(i − 1)

Nb + ωct
, (3)

where Nb is the number of rollers and subscription
i � 1 . . . Nb. If the horizontal and vertical displacement
components of the inner and outer rings of the bearing are

xi, xo, yi, and yo, respectively, the radial position rela-
tionship between the journal and each roller is

δi � xi − xo( cos ci + yi − yo( sin ci − δ0, (4)

where δ0 is the radial clearance of the bearing.
According to the relationships of displacements and

rotation angles at the connection points of high- and low-
pressure rotors, there are

δi � x1 − l5θy − x2 + l4φy cos ci

+ y1 + l5θx − y2 − l4φx( sin ci − δ0.
(5)

If δi < 0, it means that the inner ring of the bearing is not
in contact with the roller, and the roller does not provide
contact force. While if δi > 0, it means that the inner ring of
the bearing is in contact with the roller, and the roller
provides Hertz contact force. According to the theory of
bearing roller line contact theory [25], the bearing force can
be expressed as

SFD
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SFD
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k3 k2m1

l3
l5

l2l1

l4

m2

k2

k1
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θy
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the dual-rotor system with intershaft bearing.
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in which Cb is the Hertz contact stiffness and H[·] is
Heaviside function.

2.3. Oil Film Force Model. With three possible implemented
positions, the oil film forces can be expressed as

F1x � ϕ1Fc1x + ϕ2Fc2x,

F1y � ϕ1Fc1y + ϕ2Fc2y,

F2x � ϕ3Fc3x,

F2y � ϕ3Fc3y.

(7)

And the corresponding moment term produced by the
oil film is

M1x � −ϕ1Fc1xl1 + ϕ2Fc2xl2,

M1y � ϕ1Fc1yl1 − ϕ2Fc2yl2,

M2x � −ϕ3Fc3xl3,

M2y � −ϕ3Fc3yl3.

(8)

According to the short bearing approximate model in
equations (7) and (8),

Fcix � Fir cos ψi − Fiτ sin ψi,

Fciy � Fir sin ψi + Fiτ cos ψi,
(9)
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where subscript i � 1, 2, 3. cli is the thicknesses of the oil
films. ei is the radial displacement of the journal center at
each support, and its expression is

ei �

�������

x
2
Ji + y

2
Ji



, (11)

where
xJ1 � x1 + l2θy,

xJ2 � x1 − l2θy,

xJ3 � x2 + l3φy,

yJ1 � y1 − l1θx,

yJ2 � y1 + l2θx,

yJ3 � y2 + l3φx.

(12)

ψi is the whirl angle of each journal. *e expression is

ψi � arctan
yJi

xJi

 . (13)

μi is the viscosity coefficient of the lubricating oil at each
journal. Ri is the radius of each journal bearing. Li is the
length of each damper. ϕ1, ϕ2, and ϕ3 indicate whether the
corresponding SFD is installed and

(a)

y

x

2π/Nb

δi

θi

ω1

ω2

ωc

(b)

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the intershaft bearing. (a) Structure of the bearing and (b) sketch in radial direction.
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is the Sommerfeld coefficient.

3. Parameter Analysis

Given the parameters of the system which are listed in
Table 1, the simulation of equation (1) by the Runge–Kutta
method is conducted.

In the dual-rotor system described by equation (1), the
intershaft bearing provides nonlinear changeable restoring
forces. *us, the equivalent stiffness has a time-varying
feature [26] and rotating speed-dependent feather [27],
which is shown in Figure 3. Usually, the derivatives of forces
with respect to corresponding displacements, that is,
zFbx/zx and zFbx/zy, are considered to be the equivalent
stiffnesses in the horizontal and vertical directions at any
time. Also, with different excitation frequencies, the hori-
zontal and vertical stiffnesses vary in different ranges but
both fluctuate periodically within a certain range. *erefore,
the equivalent stiffness at a specific frequency can be esti-
mated by the average value of the derivatives during a
sampling length:

kbx �
1
N



N

i�1

zFbx

zx1
(i△t),

kby �
1
N



N

i�1

zFby

zy1
(i△t),

(15)

where N � T/△t is the number of discrete points of nu-
merical integration.

Based on the calculation method described in equation
(15), the equivalent stiffnesses can be calculated. *e natural
frequencies and corresponding models of the system could
be estimated. When δ0 � 30 μm, the first two natural fre-
quencies of the system are 61.9Hz and 95Hz. *e corre-
sponding models are shown in Figure 4.

3.1. Analysis of the Bearing Clearance. Because different
bearing parameters and rotating frequencies would lead the
damping effect of the SFD to change, Figure 5 gives the
amplitude-frequency response curves of the high- and low-
pressure rotors in the horizontal direction with different
bearing clearances. *e high- and low-pressure rotors’
amplitude-frequency responses are consistent. *e reso-
nance peaks appear when f1 � 46.3Hz, f1 � 60.7Hz,
f1 � 72.1Hz, and f1 � 95.5Hz. In the case of f1 � 46.3Hz
and f2 � 60.2Hz, which corresponds to the first-order
natural frequency of the system. *is is the high-pressure
introduced first-order resonance. *e frequency compo-
nents of the responses are shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b).
When f1 � 60.7Hz, the low-pressure rotor introduced first-
order resonance occurs. Similarly, the frequency compo-
nents are shown in Figures 6(c) and 6(d). In the cases of
f1 � 72.1Hz and f1 � 95.5Hz, high- and low-pressure
rotors introducing second-order resonances occur. *e

corresponding frequency components shown in Figures 6(e)
to 6(h) could prove the results.

From Figure 6, we could see that, around the natural
resonance regions, the natural frequency components of the
low- or high-pressure rotors’ responses dominate while the
nonresonant frequency components are weak obviously. It is
noting that, in the high-pressure rotor introduced first-order
resonance region, a weak high-frequency component of 2f2
exists. Also, a weak 2f2 − f1 combination frequency
component merges in the second-order resonance region.
Both of them are introduced by the nonlinear terms of the
intershaft bearing.

When the clearance of the intershaft bearing increases,
the resonance peaks move to the low-frequency direction to
a relatively small extent. Noting that, in the case of
f1 � 86.9Hz, in which f2 � 113Hz, with the clearance
increase, an obvious combination frequency component of
f � 2f1 − f2 appears. As shown in Figure 7, compared with
the amplitudes of main excitation frequencies f1 and f2, the
amplitude of the combination frequency component is
relatively large to be considered. *is indicates that the
system has a combination resonance region here.

*e effects of the change of bearing clearance on the
equivalent stiffness of the intershaft bearing are illustrated in

Table 1: *e values of parameters used in the simulation.

Para. Values
Rotor parameters
m1 97.37 kg
m2 108.30 kg
l1 0.9188m
l2 1.1122m
l3 0.5120m
l4 0.6243m
l5 1.0127m
Jd1 1.8454 kg·m2

Jp1 3.6907 kg·m2

Jd2 2.0060 kg·m2

Jp2 4.0119 kg·m2

k1 1.1×107 N/m
k2 1.1×107 N/m
k3 1.1×107 N/m
c1 655Ns/m
c2 655Ns/m
c3 690Ns/m
δ1 1.5×10− 5 m
δ2 1.0×10− 5 m
Intershaft bearing parameters
ri 58mm
ro 66mm
Nb 34
Cb 1.0×109N·m9/10

SFD parameters
R1 65mm
R2 72.5mm
R3 119mm
cli 0.2mm
Li 18mm
μi 6.762×10−3Ns/m2

ω2/ω1 1.3

Shock and Vibration 5



Figure 8. *e change rule of the horizontal stiffness with f1
follows the same tread of the amplitude-frequency curve,
which is shown in Figure 5. In the resonance region, the
vertical equivalent stiffness equals the horizontal one, which
can be indicated by the comparison of the blue line and the
orange line in Figure 8(a) and shown in Figure 3(a). In the
nonresonant region, the trend of the vertical stiffness is

opposite to the horizontal one, and the value is bigger, which
is shown in Figures 8(b) and 3(b).

*e larger equivalent stiffness in the vertical direction is
caused by gravity, and the equivalent stiffness tends to return
to the horizontal direction at the resonance peak, indicating
that the effect of gravity at the resonance peak is smaller than
the eccentric effect of the unbalanced mass. In the
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Figure 4: *e first two orders of models of the dual-rotor. (a) *e first order and (b) the second order.
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nonresonant situation, the influence of gravity on the
equivalent stiffness is more obvious. As the clearance in-
creases, both the horizontal and vertical stiffnesses decrease.

Compared with the results of ball bearing [28], almost
periodic and chaos solutions do not exist when the roller
bearing type is used as the intershaft bearing. *at is to say,
the 10/9 order nonlinear effect contained in the roller
bearing is not strong. In the case of small clearances, the
main resonance behavior can be expected as a linear one.
And in simplification calculation, the support can be as-
sumed as a linear spring.

3.2. Analysis of the Implemented Position. In the simplified
model shown in Figure 1, besides the intershaft bearing, the
SFD can be implemented onto other bearings, including the
front and rear support of the low-pressure shaft and the
front support of the high-pressure shaft to control the vi-
bration behaviors. Different implementation positions
would lead to different results.

Figure 9 shows the amplitude-frequency response when
the SFD with different clearances being installed on the front
support of the low-pressure shaft.*e dense dotted line ‘a’ in
Figure 9 represents the situation when the SFD is not in-
stalled. *e installation of the SFD on the front low-pressure
shaft has the effect of suppressing the amplitude of all
resonance peaks, especially for the two peaks of the second-
order resonances. In region f1 � 95.5Hz, there is a hys-
teresis loop, which means a jump phenomenon occurs. With
the decrease of the clearance of the SFD, the hysteresis loop
is reduced accordingly. However, the small change of
clearance would lead the resonance band wide, at
f1 � 95.9Hz.

Figure 10 shows the amplitude-frequency responses
when the SFDwith different clearances being installed on the
rear support of the low-pressure shaft. *e dense dotted line
‘a’ in Figure 10 represents the situation when the SFD is not
installed. For the first-order resonance, the rear low-pressure
SFD can reduce the amplitude and increase the effect with
the decrease of the clearance. But in the second-order res-
onant regions, the amplitudes are almost the same as SFD or
not.

Figure 11 shows the amplitude-frequency response when
the SFD with different clearances being installed on the front
support of the high-pressure shaft. *e dense point curve ‘a’
in Figure 11 shows the case when the SFD is not applied.*is
position has effects on both first-order and second-order
resonances. As the clearance decreases, the corresponding
amplitude becomes smaller.

In the case of adding SFDs onto bearings, the selection of
the position should refer to the vibration mode of the dual-
rotor, and the parameters of the SFDs should be optimized
to achieve better performances.

3.2.1. Analysis of the Number of SFDs. *e effects of the
application of SFD when two or even three SFDs are
implemented simultaneously are discussed in this section.
Figure 12 shows the amplitude-frequency curves when two
SFDs are implemented onto the front and rear support of the

low-pressure shaft with different clearances. *e dense
dotted line (line ‘a’ in Figure 12) gives the results when no
additional SFD is implemented. *e other three lines give
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Figure 9: Amplitude-frequency curves when front low-pressure
SFD is implemented (a: no SFD, b: 0.25mm, c: 0.20mm, d:
0.15mm).
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Figure 10: Amplitude-frequency curves when rear low-pressure
SFD is implemented (a: no SFD, b: 0.25mm, c: 0.20mm, d:
0.15mm).
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Figure 11: Amplitude-frequency curves when front high-pressure
SFD is implemented (a: no SFD, b: 0.25mm, c: 0.20mm, d:
0.15mm).
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the results when two SFDs are implemented on the front and
the rear bearings of the low-pressure shaft, only with dif-
ferent sets of clearances of these two SFDs. Line ‘b’ corre-
sponds to the set of 0.22mm and 0.18mm. Line ‘c’
corresponds to the set of 0.20mm and 0.20mm. Line ‘d’
corresponds to the set of 0.18mm and 0.22mm. Comparing
these three lines, we could find that the amplitude of the
first-order resonant peak is insensitive to the change of the
value of clearance of front SFD, while the amplitude of the
second-order resonant peak is insensitive to the change of
clearance of the rear SFD. *e hysteresis loops appearing in
the second-order resonance excited by the low-pressure rotor
keep their size as the clearances have almost equal effects.
Figure 13 gives the comparison results of the cases that only
one SFD is implemented in the front bearing or the rear
bearing of the low-pressure rotor and two SFDs are imple-
mented simultaneously.*e first-order resonances are mainly
controlled by the rear SFD, while the peak values of the
second-order resonance are affected by the front SFD. *e
hysteresis jump characteristic is introduced by the front SFD.

Following the same analysis manner, the amplitude-
frequency curves and their comparisons when two SFDs are
implemented in the front bearing of low-pressure and the
front bearing of high-pressure and two SFDs are imple-
mented in the rear bearing of low-pressure and front bearing
of high-pressure are shown from Figure 14.

Figure 14 shows the amplitude-frequency curves when
the front bearings of low- and high-pressure shaft are
implemented with different clearance sets. Line ‘a’ in Fig-
ure 14 gives the result when no SFD is added as a comparison
example. *e first-order resonance is not affected by the
change of the clearance. *e second-order resonance peaks
decrease slightly with the decrease of the clearance of the
high-pressure front SFD.

Figure 15 gives the comparison results of two SFDs being
applied and only one being implemented. From the com-
parisons, the effects of two applied SFDs are no better than
one applied SFD. And with the comparisons conducted in
Figure 14, the parameters of the clearance are not deter-
mined factor in this case.
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Figure 12: Amplitude-frequency curves when two SFDs are
implemented on the front and the rear bearing of the low-pressure
shaft with different sets of clearances (a: no SFD, b: 0.22mm and
0.18mm, c: 0.2mm and 0.2mm, d: 0.18mm and 0.22mm).
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Figure 13: Comparisons of different SFD implemental configu-
rations (a: two SFDs, b: one front low-pressure SFD, c: one rear
low-pressure SFD).
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Figure 14: Amplitude-frequency curves when two SFDs are
implemented on the front bearings of the low- and high-pressure
shafts with different sets of clearances (a: no SFD, b: 0.22mm and
0.18mm, c: 0.2mm and 0.2mm, d: 0.18mm and 0.22mm).
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Figure 15: Comparisons of different SFD implemental configu-
rations (a: two SFDs, b: one front low-pressure SFD, c: one front
high-pressure SFD).
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Similarly, Figure 16 shows amplitude-frequency curves
as the low-pressure rear SFD and the high-pressure front
SFD are mounted. For the first-order resonance peaks, the
amplitude decreases with the decrease of clearance of rear
low-pressure SFD, and for the second-order resonance
peaks, they decrease with the decrease of the front high-
pressure one. Figure 17 gives the comparisons of different
numbers of SFDs being applied. Two-SFD case takes the
advantage of single uses, making the amplitude control effect
more obvious.

Figure 18 illustrates the amplitude-frequency curve of
response when all three bearings are with SFDs and
compares it with three cases of two implemented SFDs
each. *e vibration suppression effects with three SFD are
the best obviously. However, this configuration increases
the cost and complexity of the whole system. Sometimes,
if certain aims are highlighted, an easy configuration can
be adopted. For example, as shown in Figure 19, one SFD
with an optimized parameter can achieve the same effects
as two SFDs.

4. Conclusions and Discussions

In this work, a rigid dual-rotor intershaft bearing system
with squeeze film damper’s implementation is investigated.
*e models of the dual-rotor, roller bearing, and oil film
force are established and concatenated together. *e nu-
merical simulation is conducted and corresponding am-
plitude-frequency curves are got for comparison and
analysis. *rough the results, the conclusions can be drawn
as follows:

(1) *e nonlinearity of the intershaft bearing causes a
weak frequency component of double high-pressure
rotor speed (2f2) and causes a weak combination
frequency component of 2f2 − f1 in the high-
pressure rotor excited second-order resonance re-
gion. As the 10/9 order of nonlinearity introduced by
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Figure 16: Amplitude-frequency curves when two SFDs are
implemented on the rear bearing of the low-pressure shaft and the
front bearing of the high-pressure shaft with different sets of
clearances (a: no SFD, b: 0.22mm and 0.18mm, c: 0.2mm and
0.2mm, d: 0.18mm and 0.22mm).
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Figure 17: Comparisons of different SFD implemental configu-
rations (a: two SFDs, b: one rear low-pressure SFD, c: one front
high-pressure SFD).
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Figure 18: Comparisons of effects of vibration suppression with
different SFD configurations (a: two supports of the low-pressure
shaft, b: front support of low-pressure shaft and front support of
high-pressure shaft, c: rear support of low-pressure shaft and front
support of high-pressure shaft, d: all three supports.).
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Figure 19: Comparison of effects of vibration suppression with
different SFD configurations (a: front support of low-pressure shaft
and front support of high-pressure shaft, b: rear support of low-
pressure shaft and front support of high-pressure shaft, c: only
front support of high-pressure shaft with clearance of 0.15mm.).
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intershaft bearing is not huge, the amplitudes of
nonlinear components are small.

(2) *e change trend of the equivalent stiffness in the
horizontal direction of the intershaft bearing is
consistent with the amplitude-frequency curve,
while the vertical equivalent stiffness is consistent
with the amplitude-frequency response in the res-
onance region, and the change trend is opposite to
the amplitude-frequency response in the nonreso-
nant region. *erefore, in the resonance zone, the
horizontal and the equivalent stiffness in the vertical
direction is almost equal, but in the nonresonant
region, the equivalent stiffness in the vertical di-
rection is bigger than the equivalent stiffness in the
horizontal direction.

(3) Different SFD implementation positions and num-
bers have different effects on responses.*e rear low-
pressure affects the first-order resonance a lot but has
almost no effect on the second-order resonance. *e
front low-pressure SFD suppresses the second-order
resonance. *e front SFD of the high-pressure shaft
has both damping effects on the primary and sec-
ondary main resonances. Multiple SFDs can be used
together to obtain the advantages of a single damper.

It is noting that, in this work, besides the intershaft
bearing, there are only three bearings. A more complicated
system with more supports will lead the investigation of this
kind of system to be more complex. *us, to avoid huge
calculation, analytical analysis can be conducted in further
study.
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